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. $Larrow M$ , $n$
$M$ very ample , $L$ $h$
, $\omega:=c_{1}(L;h)$ .
[I] . $V_{m}:=H^{0}(M, \mathcal{O}(L^{m}))$ ,
$V_{m}\mathrm{x}V_{m}arrow \mathbb{C}$ , $( \sigma, \tau)\mapsto\int_{M}(\sigma, \tau)_{h}\omega^{n}\in \mathbb{C}$ ,
. $(\sigma$ , \tau $)$ , $\sigma,$ $\tau$ , $h^{m}$ pointwise
. $V_{m}$ $\{\sigma_{1}, \sigma_{2}, \ldots, \sigma_{N_{m}}\}$ , m-th $B_{m,\omega}$
$B_{m,\omega}:= \frac{n!}{m^{n}}(|\sigma_{1}|_{h}^{2}+|\sigma_{2}|_{h}^{2}+\cdots+|\sigma_{N_{m}}|_{h}^{2})$
. - $\Omega:=\{\ell\in L^{*} ; |\ell|_{h}<1\}$ , $X:=\partial\Omega=\{P\in$
$L^{*};$ $|P|_{h}=1\}$ $M$ $S^{1}$ -bundle $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}:Xarrow M$ .
$X\text{ }$ Szeg\"o kernel
$S_{\omega}=S_{\omega}(x, y)$ : $L^{2}(X)arrow L^{2}(X)\cap O(\omega)$
$X$ $S_{m,\omega}$
. $S_{m,\omega}:= \frac{n!}{m^{n}}\int_{M}e^{-im\theta}S_{\omega}(e^{i\theta}x, x)d\theta$ , $x\in X$ ,
$S_{m,\omega}=\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}^{*}B_{m,\omega}$ . , $B_{m,\omega}$ $S_{\omega}$ $m$
Fourier , Fourier coefficients
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Fourier , $m$ – $\xi\neq 0$
$B_{\xi,\omega}$ . , $M$ 1 .
Case: $M=$ {lpoint}. , $S^{1}=\mathbb{R}/2\pi \mathbb{Z}$ $-$ $S=S(\theta)\in$
$C^{\infty}(S^{1})$ $m$ Fourier $S_{m}$
$S_{m}= \int_{S^{1}}e^{-im\theta}S(\theta)d\theta=\int_{0}^{2\pi}e^{-im\theta}S(\theta)d\theta$ .
$I_{1}:=(-3\pi/4,3\pi/4),$ $I_{2}:=(\pi/47\pi/4)$ , $U_{\alpha}:=I_{\alpha}$ mod $2\pi,$ $\alpha=1,2$,
. $S^{1}=U_{1}\cup U_{2}$ S1 1
$1=\rho_{1}(\theta)+\rho_{2}(\theta)$ , $\theta\in S^{1}$
, $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\rho_{\alpha}\subset U_{\alpha},$ $\alpha=1,2$ , \Re . $\mathbb{R}^{1}$




$\rho_{\alpha}(\theta)$ $\theta\in I_{\alpha}$ ,
$0$ $\tilde{\theta}\not\in I_{\alpha}$ .
. , $S^{1}$ $S=S(\theta)$ , $\mathbb{R}^{1}$
$\tilde{S}(\tilde{\theta}):=S(\theta)\{\tilde{\rho}_{1}(\tilde{\theta})+\tilde{\rho}_{2}(\tilde{\theta})\},\tilde{\theta}\in \mathbb{R}^{1}$ , , Fourier
$( \mathcal{F}S)(\xi):=\int_{\mathrm{R}^{1}}e^{-i\xi\tilde{\theta}}\tilde{S}(\tilde{\theta})d\tilde{\theta}=\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty}e^{-i\xi\overline{\theta}}\tilde{S}(\tilde{\theta})d\tilde{\theta}$ , $\xi\in \mathbb{C}^{*}$ ,
$FS$ $\xi$ , $(FS)(m)=S_{m},$ $m\in \mathbb{Z}$ , ,
$FS$ $S$ – , 1 .
Case: $M=$ , discrete $S_{m,\omega},$ $m\in \mathbb{Z}$ ,
object –
$\{(\mathcal{F}S_{\omega})(x,y)\}(\xi):=\frac{n!}{\xi^{n}}\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty}e^{-i\xi\tilde{\theta}}S_{\omega}(e^{i\theta}x,y)\{\tilde{\rho}_{1}(\tilde{\theta})+\tilde{\rho}_{2}(\tilde{\theta})\}d\tilde{\theta}$ , $\xi\in \mathbb{C}^{*}$ ,
, $X$ $\{(\mathcal{F}S_{\omega})(x, x)\}(\xi),$ $x\in X$ , $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}^{*}B_{\xi,\omega}$
$M$ $B_{\xi,\omega}$ .
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[II] Donaldson . $M$ $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(M)$
$H$ , Donaldson [1] , $H$ ,
.
: $c_{1}(L)$ , $H$
. , $(M, L)$ Chow-Mumford .
, Chow-Mumford $m$
, $L^{m}$ $M$
$\iota_{m}$ : $Marrow \mathrm{P}^{*}(V_{m})$
. $\mathrm{P}^{*}(V_{m})$ $\iota_{m}(M)$ $d_{m}$ , $W_{m}$ $:=$
$\{S^{d_{m}}(V_{m})\}^{\otimes n+1}$ , $W_{m}^{*}$ $M_{m}\neq 0$ ,
$[M_{m}]\in \mathrm{P}^{*}(W_{m})$ , $\mathrm{P}^{*}(V_{m})$ $\iota_{m}(M)$ Chow
point $G_{m}:=\mathrm{S}\mathrm{L}(V_{m})$ $V_{m}$ , $G_{m}$ $W_{m}^{*}$
.
. (a) $G_{m}\cdot M_{m}$ $W_{m}^{*}$ , $(M, L^{m})$ Chow-Mumford
.
(b) $(M, L)$ Chow-Mumford , $m>>1$ $(M, L^{m})$
Chow-Mumford .
, $(M, L^{m})$ Chow-Mumford ,
Zhang .
[III] balanced metrics. $(M, \omega)$ $\Delta_{\omega}$ $:=$
$\overline{\partial}^{*}\overline{\partial}+\overline{\partial}\overline{\partial}^{*}$ . , $(M, \omega)$ $\sigma_{\omega}$ , $\overline{\sigma}$
. $m\gg 1$ , $N_{m}$ $m$ Hilbert $P(m)$ ,
$C_{\xi}:= \frac{n!P(\xi)}{\xi^{n}c_{1}(L)^{n}[M]}$ , $\xi\in \mathbb{C}^{*}$ ,
, $C_{\xi}=1+(q/2)\overline{\sigma}+O(q^{2})$ . $q=1/\xi$ .
$\beta_{q,\omega}:=2\xi(1+\frac{2q}{3}\Delta_{\omega})(B_{\xi,\omega}-C_{\xi})$
, $\beta_{q,\omega}$ $M$ $B_{\xi,\omega}$ $M$
, , $\omega$ $\xi$-balanced metric .
, $\xi$ $m$ , Zhang [4] :
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: $(M, L^{m})$ Chow-Mumford , $\omega$ m-balanced metric
.
[IV]Tian-Zelditch-Catlin’s theorem. $B_{m,\omega}$ Tian-
Zelditch-Catlin ( [3] ) , $m$ $\xi$
. $q=1/\xi$
$B_{\xi,\omega}=1+ \frac{\sigma_{\omega}}{2}q+O(q^{2})$ , $1\ll\xi\in \mathbb{R}$ .
, $q$ 1 $\sigma_{\omega}/2$ , Lu [2] .
$\beta_{q,\omega}$ :
$\beta_{q,\omega}=\sigma_{\omega}-\overline{\sigma}+O(q)$ , $1<<\xi\in \mathbb{R}$ .
$q=0$ ( $\xiarrow+\infty$) , $\beta_{q,\omega}$ $\sigma_{\omega}-\overline{\sigma}$
.
[V] Donaldson simpliflcation. $(q, \omega)rightarrow\beta_{q,\omega}$
, Donaldson .
$\omega_{0}$ $c_{1}(L)_{\mathrm{R}}$ . $c_{1}(L)_{\mathrm{R}}$
$\omega$
$\omega_{0}+\sqrt{-1}\partial\overline{\partial}\varphi$ . $\varphi$ $\varphi\omega_{0}^{n}$
. $\omega$ $\varphi$
, $\beta_{q,\omega}$ $\tilde{\beta}_{q,\varphi}$ .
$\beta_{q,\omega}=\tilde{\beta}_{q,\varphi}$ , $\omega=\omega_{0}+\sqrt{-1}\partial\overline{\partial}\varphi$ ,
$\varphi$ , $\sigma_{\omega 0}=\overline{\sigma}$
$\tilde{\beta}_{0,0}=0$
. , ,
$D_{\omega}\beta_{q,\omega}$ $(q, \omega)=(0, \omega_{0})$ , invertibility .
$(q, \varphi)=(0,0)$ $D_{\varphi}\tilde{\beta}_{q,\varphi}$ invertibility
. , $\int\psi\omega_{0}^{n}$ $\psi$
$\{(D_{\omega}\tilde{\beta}_{q,\varphi})(\psi)\}_{|(q,\varphi)=(0,0)}=\lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{\tilde{\beta}_{0,\epsilon}\psi-\tilde{\beta}_{0,0}}{\epsilon}$
$= \lim_{\epsilonarrow 0}\frac{\sigma_{\omega_{0}+\epsilon\sqrt{-1}\partial\overline{\partial}\psi}-\sigma_{\omega 0}}{\epsilon}=\mathcal{L}_{\omega_{0}}\psi$
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, $\mathcal{L}_{\omega\text{ } }4$
. $H$ ,
$\mathcal{L}_{\omega_{\text{ }} }$ invertible , , $\varphi$ ,
$\tilde{\beta}_{q,\varphi}=0$ ,
, $\omega$ $\beta_{q,\omega}=0$ $\epsilon$ $|q|<\epsilon$
,
$\omega=\omega(q)$ , $|q|<\epsilon$ ,
$\beta_{q,\omega(q)}=0$ . $m\gg 1$ $q:=1/m$
, $|q|<\epsilon$ , [III] $\omega(q)$ balanced metric,
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